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no inter-coxtxtnunicating door-way. The room is to the west of the huall. The hall and the room have
entrances of 1.15 m, and 0.75 m. width respectively opening to the south. The entrance of the hall
has a crescent shaped step on the interior side. The outer wall is 60 cms. thick on the four sides. It is
a two-brick wall. The bricks are arranged longitudinally side by side with no bonding in between which
might have finally led to its ruin to the ground level. All the pottery recovered in the excavation during
the present season is found near this hall, mostly towards the south* This structure among other ones
of secular nature, is facing towards the south. The refectory and the spread of pottery all around
suggest its secular function probably as dining hall and store-room. The tiles unearthed near the hall
indicate a slopy tiled roof.
4.	Path-way connecting store-house and hall-II
The fifth room of the store-house constructed north-ward in line with vihara-III has   two openings,
one on the east and the other on the west for a through passage (last season's report). The eastern opening
is prefaced by a few stone slabs which continue as a path-way to the western  entrance of Hall-II which
lies farther east.   The path-way is about 27 m. long and 1 m. wide.   It is laid by neatly arranged flat*
stone slabs.     It passes infront of the hall wuh the cell described above.
5.	A stont poved path-way from vihar&-I
Vihara-1(45.15 m. X3.75 m.) lies to the west of the complex in north-south direction facing east.
It is divided into 17 cells, with a 2.30 m. wide verandah. There i* a-rrescent shaped stone step adjoining
the verandah on the south. There is a rubble paved path-way from the step leading to the west by the
side of the vihara^ and then turns to the south and ends up in a little wider arrangement of stones. The
path is one metre wide. Beyond the path-way there are no structures but only the natural scrub jungle,
Its purpose is. not known.
6.	A stone moon-step to the southern entrance of chaityagriha~IL
Chaityagriha-Il lies on the south-west in alignment with the other religious structures arranged from
north to south. It has two entrances facing north and south. Each entrance is 3.20 m. wide and 4,5 m.
high with thick walls. There is an offset of 0.20 m. on the outer face of the walls at a distance of
L70 m. from the chaitya plinth reducing their width to 0.60 m. for the remaining length towards
their outer end. The southern entrance is better preserved and shows brick pavement. On the exterior
end of the entrance there is a crescent step (1.75 m. X 1 m.) made by arranging six flat slabs.
7.	Constructional details of the anda of the mahastupa
Apart from bringing the above evidences to light, the north-western part of the anda of the mahastapa*
is tapped in the present excavation so as to find out its constructional details. It was exposed to a depth

